
SPACEPOLE DOCK & CHARGE™

Using a tablet has brought a multitude of store and back 

office applications to life. However many of these require 

a combination of static and mobile use but the operator.

Dock & Charge answers this tricky issue. It combines a 

stylish enclosure with docking station for charging and 

stable WiFi connection. But at the push of a button, it  

becomes a mobile sled for those mobility tasks. It is as 

easily replaced - from static to mobile and back again.

COMPATIBILITY 
iPad Mini, iPad and iPad Pro and various other 
popular tablets

MOUNTING OPTIONS 
Floor, desk and wall

APPLICATIONS
Order in-store, information look-up, click and  
collect, parcel pick-up, virtual merchandising, 
mPOS, etc. 

SPACEPOLE A-FRAME™ 
For fixed applications

A-Frame is a universal tablet enclosure that offers protec-

tion and security for a wide range of popular tablets. With  

its high level of security and stylish looks, A-Frame is 

perfectly suited for customer self-service applications such 

as information look-up or customer satisfaction surveys. 

A-Frame can also be used as tablet POS.

COMPATIBILITY 
iPad Mini, iPad and iPad Pro and various other  
popular tablets

MOUNTING OPTIONS 
Desk and cash-wrap

APPLICATIONS
TabletPOS, order in-store, information look-up, 
front-of-house management, self-service check-in, 
virtual merchandising, etc. 

SPACEPOLE TABLET MOUNTS 

for fixed and mobile applications
The combination of your staff and the right technology is proven to be a key element in delivering a great 

customer experience. Our comprehensive range of SpacePole tablet-ready technology mounts, enclosures 

and frames enables your workforce to do just that, whether at the point of sale, point of payment or point  

of service. Our solutions empower fixed and mobile tablet-based applications or hybrid solutions requiring 

a combination of both.

SPACEPOLE C-FRAME™ 
For fixed applications

SpacePole C-Frame is a versatile stand-alone point of 

sale solution for Apple iPads and Samsung Galaxy tablets 

with a functional design. Create a full tablet POS solution 

selecting the options or bundle to suit the needs of your 

business by adding rotation, a payment device, scanner 

or a cash drawer. Perfect for the specialist retailer, pop-

up shop, bar or restaurant.
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SPACEPOLE TABPRINT™ 
TabPrint is a stylish mount for incorporating a printer  

and tablet enclosure in a compact, fashionable solution 

with a small footprint.

Rather than having a separate tablet and printer with  

all the clutter and cabling issues, TabPrint integrates  

both in one stylish combination. Cable management  

is taken care of internally, enhancing security and  

decreasing the chances of tampering. 
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SPACEPOLE X-FRAME™ 
For fixed applications

Our ever-popular X-Frame is a simple slim tablet solution  

that keeps the essential buzz of using a tablet whilst  

offering a secure solution. It offers access to all features  

of the tablet and is ideal for tablet POS and digital signage  

as well as customer self-service.

COMPATIBI LITY 
150x different tablets supported

MOUNTING OPTIONS 
Floor, desk and wall

APPLICATIONS
Tablet POS, information look-up, self-service  
check-in, virtual merchandising, order in-store,  
front-of-house management, etc. 

COMPATIBILITY 
Apple: 9.7”-10.5” iPads
Samsung: 10.1”-10.5” Galaxy tablets

MOUNTING OPTIONS 
Desk, floor and wall

APPLICATIONS:
Assisted sales, information look-up, click & carry, 
self-service ordering, front-of-house table manage-
ment, tablet POS, line busting, etc.

SPACEPOLE DOCK & CHARGE™ 
For fixed and mobile applications

SpacePole Dock & Charge is a combined tablet enclosure  

and stand that maximises the use of your tablet. For  

mobility, remove the tablet from the dock to bring a  

personal shopper service or sales transaction to the  

customer anywhere in-store. To bring the self-service  

applications to life, take advantage of the secure docking  

with charging capabilities.
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